Dear Program Administrator:

The following questions were received in response to the Request for Proposals Sex offender treatment (evaluation and visual reaction time) on Oahu (0975-15-SOT-01A) and Sex offender treatment (counseling) on Oahu (0975-15SOT-01C). Please see the answers to each corresponding question below:

**Question 1:** To clarify, the visual reaction time is the Abel Screen. Does the PPG count as "visual reaction time"?

**Answer:** The Visual Reaction Time Project Code in RFP 0975-15-SOT-01A refers to the Abel Assessment for Sexual Interest.

**Question 2:** For the RFP, can space be rented to provide the service?

**Answer:** Providers may utilize rented space to provide services, as long as the facility meets the requirements outlined in the RFP.

**Question 3:** The RFP says to list three organizations that services have been provided to in the past three years as references. What if services have only been provided to two organizations? Is it possible to use multiple people from one organization?

**Answer:** Under the circumstances listed in Question 3, it is reasonable to use multiple people within the same organization as reference for the proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisa K.T. Jicha  
Senior U.S. Probation Officer

LKTJ/kc